And Once Again, Britain at the Bottom of the Dog Pile

By Anna Von Reitz

This is "Oldie But Goodie" information underscoring the secretive usurpation of our lawful government by the British-backed Territorial United States and the fraudulent means used to secure these deplorable results ---- again.

The article I have linked to from the Daily Pen came across my desk again today and I was inspired to forward it on, because it so neatly summarizes the bulk of research that shows that Mr. Obama was in fact born in Kenya, a British Protectorate, and also shows where his actual birth records from the Protectorate are archived.


The [Territorial] United States office of "President" does not require that the man occupying that foreign office be natural born in these states. He is merely a corporate CEO elected by shareholders and could come from the moon. He didn't directly commit any crime, because the "Office of President" he occupies, he was eligible to occupy.

That isn't really the point, though, is it?

This is basically the same dodge they used when Lincoln was elected. Bar Attorneys have been ineligible to hold the actual American presidency since 1819, so how was Lincoln elected? Simple. He wasn't occupying the 'presidential office" everyone assumed he was occupying.

As we have already appreciated (just yesterday) George Washington took two Oaths of Office. One, a Supreme Political Oath of Office to the American States and specifically, the unincorporated Federation of States known as The United States of America, and the other, a business office, to act as the CEO -- also called "President" of the Federal United States --- a Confederation of National-Level States of States exercising the Delegated Powers in international jurisdiction.

Mr. Obama, like Mr. Lincoln, occupied only the second office, "President of the United States". In Obama's case, he didn't even bear the responsibility of the actual office that Lincoln occupied, because by the time he arrived on the scene, the actual States of States we are owed had been surreptitiously moth-balled for well-over a hundred years and all their assets had been unlawfully converted into the State-level trusts that the Territorial United States and its franchises also controlled.

Thus, Lincoln didn't occupy the Presidential Office owed to The United States of America, only the Office of President of the United States --- the Federal United States exercising the delegated powers.
And Obama didn't occupy either of the Offices that George Washington swore his Oaths to, but instead occupied the Office of President of the [Territorial] United States, a separate and foreign corporate office substituted for the both of the public offices we are owed, yet usurping upon and assuming the powers of our offices.

Pretty good scam, eh? Be President without being President? Take your Oath of Office to a completely different government and organization and wreck havoc upon the States and people you are supposed to be serving?

And we all believe that this went unknown and unnoticed by the entire federal infrastructure? The Department of Homeland Security? The FBI, DIA, CIA, the Congress, all their "National Security" apparatus?

Nah. We don't believe that for a nano-second.

They knew which office Obummer was really occupying and did nothing about it.

Once again, the British usurpers acted in Gross Negligence and Gross Breach of Trust to promote a scam that was calculated to yield supreme benefit to themselves at the expense of the American States and people.

First, they aimed to bankrupt both the Territorial and Municipal United States at the same time, and thereby completely vacate the Constitutional Agreements. (Remember that the actual Federal United States was bankrupted and pillaged and moth-balled under a similar scheme during Lincoln's Reign of Terror, so that Constitution has been gathering dust for 150 years.)

Second, having bankrupted these incorporated "government" entities, they aimed to seize upon our land and our assets as "abandoned property" in the possession of the Territorial and Municipal corporations at the time of their bankruptcy--- all purportedly chattel property available to pay off their own creditors.

Can anyone say, "Fraud!"

And kindly remember that Fraud is a crime with no statute of limitations? It truly doesn't matter if it is discovered the same day or a 150 years after-the-fact. It vitiates everything tainted by it, including the most sacred contracts.

The British Government is exposed before the entire world as a crime syndicate and the Holy See isn't a bit better, except that it has made some good faith efforts to correct. It remains to be seen what the "US" Government intends to do, to clean its own dirty laundry.

And as for us, the long-suffering victims of this criminality and self-interest by our supposed friends and allies? It's time for all of us to wake up and get busy organizing our local county and state jural assemblies, so that a lawful government is re-established and there is no excuse for any "UN intervention".
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